Accelerate developer
onboarding

Make your codebase accessible for your entire team.
Sourcegraph enables self-serve onboarding, decreases time to first commit for
new developers, helps existing engineers master your codebase, and fast-tracks
full codebase understanding.

With Sourcegraph you can...

You need to...
Make complex
codebases accessible

Intuitively search across complex codebases with thousands of repositories so that
the entire codebase is accessible and learnable.

Enable self-serve
onboarding

Find code and context in your repositories so you can answer your own questions.

Understand code history
and ownership at a glance

Reveal who updated code and when, helping developers find the right stakeholders
to solve problems effectively.

Visualize your contributions

Track the progress of deployed code, measure new feature adoption, and quantify
the value of your team’s work to company leadership.

Document and share
actionable code snippets

Create always up-to-date, living documentation with familiar features like Markdown
and novel capabilities like embedded searches, snippets, and symbols.

Encourage confidence as
developers shift to new projects

Help experienced developers maintain turnaround times as they onboard to new
parts of your codebase. Identify examples to learn from across your company's
private repositories and the open source universe with intuitive code search.

Engineering teams at the world’s most innovative companies use
Sourcegraph to onboard new and experienced developers.

“For our new developers, Sourcegraph has been invaluable to get to
know the repository structure, to track down where code lives, and
self-service during their investigations.”
Owen Kim | Senior Software Engineer at Convoy

“Sourcegraph makes it possible for us to enable every team to develop
autonomous practices and solve cross-coding issues. This autonomy
is vital to ensure developers and their teams can accomplish their
day-to-day work in isolation without being blocked.”

Give your team the onboarding
experience they deserve.
Make your codebase accessible and enable all
your devs to find the answers they need
to work more efficiently, ship code more
confidently, and stay in flow.
Get started today

Bjørn Hal Sørensen | Web Architect at Lunar

Learn more and request a demo at about.sourcegraph.com
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